LEARNING WEB TERMINOLOGY

BRIEF
Familiarize yourself with some Internet and Web terminology. In an online dictionary of Internet/Web terminology, look for the meaning of the words listed below.

Place the results in Your Blog
Due Monday, January 24th

OBJECTIVES
• To become familiar with the concept of the Internet and the Web.
• To gain basic knowledge of the configuration of the Internet network and the way it supports information.

PROCEDURE
In an online Internet/Web dictionary, look for the meaning of the following words.

Internet  HTTP
World Wide Web  FTP
Web server  ISP
Host  IPP
Web site  Modem
Web page  Cable modem
Web browser  Ethernet
Podcast  Wireless
Cache  CSS
HTML  Blog
XHTML  MP3
XML  JPEG
JavaScript  GIF
IP Address  GUI
URL’s  PHP
Domain name